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El Picacho Del Diablo

These are tragic events, and I think that only time can
assuage the sorrow we feel for those we hold dear, but I
find some solace in knowing that I will hike with Brian
again and that Patty spent her last hours in a place and
pursuit she loved so well.

CHAIR’S CORNER
by David Baldwin

I am honored to have the opportunity to serve as Chair of
your Desert Peaks Section for the 2006-07 season. I'm Let’s be careful out there.
looking forward to another fun year of desert hiking and
hope to see you on some of the great hikes already on our David Baldwin
schedule. We will also continue our weekend meeting DPS Chair
format this year and I hope to see you at the parties.
One of my early hiking buddies once told me that he was
seeing, on the fringes of the activities we were engaged in
– mountaineering, rock climbing, and the like – people
bandaged, wearing casts, or on crutches, a reminder that
these are risky sports. I thought of
those words when I learned with
shock and sadness of the mishaps
suffered in May by two DPS
members on different mountains in
different states that left one lucky to
be alive and one dead. On May 14, a
snow cornice collapsed sending
Brian Smith sliding down Torreys
Peak, Colorado in an avalanche of
ice and snow, leaving him lacerated
and bruised but most importantly,
alive. On May 31 Patty Rambert was
not so lucky when she fell on a snow
climb of Mt. Mendel in the Sierra
Nevada with fatal consequence. I first encountered Patty
in 2002 on a climb of Big Picacho via Canyon del Diablo
in Baja. Never have I met someone with such spirit,
drive, and enthusiasm for mountaineering. Our paths
crossed relatively few times in the 4 years since, but
Patty's sense of humor, her laugh, her smile, I will
remember the rest of my days.
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TRIPS / EVENTS
JULY 2006 THROUGH APRIL 2007
JUL 22
AUG 5-6
SEP 9
SEP 30
OCT 2
OCT 13-14
OCT 28-29
NOV 4
NOV 4
NOV 11-12
DEC 2
MAR 3
APR 7

SAT
SAT-SUN
SAT
SAT
SAT
FRI-SAT
SAT-SUN
SAT
SAT
SAT-SUN
SAT
SAT
SAT

DPS, WTC
DPS
DPS
DPS
DPS
DPS, WTC
DPS, WTC
DPS
DPS
DPS
DPS
DPS
DPS

Charleston Peak, Mummy Mtn
Iron Mountain, Sage Hen Peak, White Mountain Peak
Charleston Peak
Telescope Peak
DPS Monthly Meeting and Potluck/Party
Bridge Mountain, Moapa Peak
Waucoba Mtn
Weavers Needle
DPS Monthly Meeting and Potluck/Party
Whipple Mountain, Big Maria Mountain
DPS Monthly Meeting and Potluck/Party
DPS Monthly Meeting and Potluck/Party
DPS Monthly Meeting and Potluck/Party

All participants on Sierra Club outings are required to sign a standard liability waiver.
If you would like to read the Liability Waiver before you choose to participate, please go to:
http://www.sierraclub.org/outings/chapter/forms/
or contact the Outings Department at (415) 977-5528 for a printed version.
JUL 22
SAT
DPS, WTC
I: Charleston Pk (11,915’), Mummy Mtn (11,528’): ...our second annual. A mere 45 minutes from the Las Vegas
Strip awaits an alpine forest offering a wealth of Aspens, gnarled Bristlecone pines and enormous ridge top views.
This truly is one of the most beautiful hikes you’ll ever do. We’ll head up the South Loop Trail and down via the
North Loop, picking up Mummy Mtn. off trail on the way down encompassing 19 miles and 4600’ gain. This will be
a long, strenuous day. Camp Fri. and/or Sat. nights and Sunday’s all yours to explore, gamble or beat the crowd back
to L.A. Send 2 sase or email (preferred), conditioning, experience, H&W phones and rideshare info to Leader: Wayne
Vollaire (avollaire@adelphia.net). Assistant: Edd Ruskowitz.
♦

♦

AUG 5-6

SAT-SUN

DPS

I: Iron Mtn (9,530'), Sage Hen Peak (9,520') and White Mountain Peak (14,256'): Sat walk 10 miles, 1700' gain
across the high-country to Iron and Sage Hen (4WD). Potluck/campfire Sat night at 10,000'. Sun hike to the highest
point within the proposed White Mountain Wilderness, 11 miles, 2800 feet gain round-trip to summit (2WD ok).
Learn about wilderness designation and visit the White Mountain High-Altitude Research Station. Well-behaved K9s
w/poop bags welcome! SASE with 4-wheel drive info to Leader: Wynne Benti.
♦

SEPT 9

SAT

DPS

O: Charleston Peak (11,915’): Enjoy a trail hike up a DPS emblem peak via the South Loop trail, 18 mi, 4300’ gain.
Look for fossils as we approach Charleston and enjoy the bristlecone pines. Send e-sase or sase to Leader: Tina
Bowman. Co-Leader: Tom Bowman.
SEPT 30
SAT
DPS
O: Telescope Pk (11,048’): Join us for a dayhike on trail of a DPS emblem peak in Death Valley NP, 14 mi, 3200’
gain. Explore the Wildrose charcoal kilns. Send e-sase or sase to Leader: Tina Bowman. Co-Leader: Tom Bowman.

♦

OCT 2
SAT
DPS
O: Desert Peaks Section Monthly Meeting and Potluck/Party: The Desert Peaks Section will host a monthly
meeting and potluck at the home of Tom Sumner. Old and new members are encouraged to come. 6:00 PM. Tom
Sumner, 14060 Bermax Ave., Sylmar, CA 91342 (Ph. 818-364-6628). Bring your favorite dish to share.
♦ OCT 13-14
FRI-SAT
DPS, WTC
M: Bridge Mtn (6,988’), Moapa Pk (6,471’): Join us on some excellent desert rock in Nevada. Comfort on Class 3
rock required. Restricted to SC members. All restricted trips now require everyone’s complete medical info for the
National Sierra Club. Send email w/ recent experience and conditioning, SC#, completed Medical Form to Leader:
Jeff Dhungana. Co-Leader: Doug Mantle.
♦
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OCT 28-29
SAT-SUN
DPS
I: Waucoba Mountain (11,123’): High point of the Inyo Range near Big Pine. About 6 mi rt, 4000' gain. Day hike
the peak Sat. The hike will be in memory of Patty Rambert, who was to finish the DPS list on this peak. Sat. night
carcamp and potluck nearby honoring Patty. Send email or sase with phone #s, address, carpool info to Leader: Ron
Hudson. Assistants: Erik Siering, Edd Ruskowitz, Gary Schenk, Alex Amies.

♦

NOV 4
SAT
DPS
E/R: Weavers Needle (4553’): Enjoy a 4th class climb of a great peak near Phoenix,10 mi, 2300’ gain. Restricted to
SC members with appropriate rock climbing exp. Send e-sase or sase with SC#, rock exp., and conditioning to
Leader: Tina Bowman. Co-Leaders: Doug Mantle, Tom Bowman.

♦

NOV 4
SAT
DPS
O: Desert Peaks Section Monthly Meeting and Potluck/Party: Potluck dinner at 6:00 pm, bring a dish to
share. Management Committee Meeting earlier at 4:30 (all members welcome). November event at the home of
Dave and Elaine Baldwin, 3760 Ruthbar Dr., Hawthorne. RSVP to DWBaldwin@aol.com or 310-675-4120.

♦

NOV 11-12
SAT-SUN
DPS
I: Whipple Mtn (4130’), Big Maria Mtn (3381’): Join us for these two Class 1 peaks near the Arizona border.
On Saturday we will climb Whipple by route B (2700’ gain, 9 miles). 2WD can make it to the road head on this
route. After the climb we’ll start in the direction of Big Maria and find a camping spot for a great DPS potluck.
Sunday climb Big Maria – 2300’ gain and 4.5 miles if we do the 1.7 mile 4WD section, a little more gain and 7.9
miles if we stop at the end of the 2WD road. We’ll decide based on current road conditions and available vehicles.
Send SASE or email (preferred) to Leader: Dave Perkins. Co-Leader: Ann Perkins.

♦

DEC 2
SAT
DPS
O: Desert Peaks Section Monthly Meeting and Potluck/Party: The Desert Peaks Section will host a monthly
meeting and potluck at the home of Ellen and Ron Grau. Old and new members are encouraged to come. 6:00 PM.
Ellen and Ron Grau, 3700 Blue Gum Dr., Yorba Linda, CA 92885 (Ph. 714-777-4644). Bring your favorite dish to
share.

♦

MAR 3
SAT
DPS
O: Desert Peaks Section Monthly Meeting and Potluck/Party: The Desert Peaks Section will host a monthly
meeting and potluck at the home of Barbee and Larry Tidball. Old and new members are encouraged to come. 6:00
PM. Barbee and Larry Tidball 3826 N. Weston Pl, Long Beach, CA 90807-1556 (Ph. 562-424-1556). Bring your
favorite dish to share.

♦

♦

APR 7

SAT

DPS

O: Desert Peaks Section Monthly Meeting and Potluck/Party: The Desert Peaks Section will host a monthly
meeting and potluck at the home of Mary McMannes. Old and new members are encouraged to come. 6:00 PM.
Mary McMannes, 19545 Sherman Way, #98, Reseda, CA 91335-3450 (Ph. 818-701-6513). Bring your favorite dish
to share.

SUBSCRIPTION REMINDER
If you haven’t already done so, please consider renewing your Sage subscription. Dues are $10 per year and multiple
year subscriptions are encouraged. If you feel even more compelled, the DPS offers a “sustaining” dues option ($20)
which delivers your Sage via first class mail. Send your check made payable to “Desert Peaks Section” to :

Ron Grau, 3700 Blue Gum Drive, Yorba Linda, CA, 92886
Include accurate address information. For your convenience, you may choose to use the order form on page 26.

COVER PHOTO: Mt Inyo from Keynot Peak. Photo by Bob Sumner.
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OUTINGS CHAIR
I was going to sit down this weekend and write up some enthusiastic ideas for the leaders to ponder over the summer,
when I heard the news about Patty Rambert. All the sections are reeling over her loss.
I have fond memories of Patty, as we all do. This is why we hike. We are all called to the wilderness to take us back
to a place where we can again find our souls, our peace of mind, and our inner self. The wilderness strikes a cord in
all of us as the most exciting and most humbling experiences we will ever know. Our hiking friends share a camaraderie few people will ever have. And when one of us is killed, the bond between us helps survive the grief.
The Outings are the life blood of the section. Without our leaders, those who give of themselves so others, like me,
can share in this joy – we’d have no Desert Peaks Section. And in Patty, we’ve lost a good one.
Her trips with her friends: Boy Scouts on Baboquivari, Gary Craig’s list finish on Corkscrew, Virgin/Tipton/Spirit/
Porter/Smith with Gary in ’02 and many, many more are the reason the Desert Peaks is such a close knit group. We
just plain have fun. It’s that way in all the sections…we have fun hiking and climbing to the tops of peaks. We take
in the world up there...I think this is what Patty loved.
She brought a smile to all of us who were lucky enough to have known her. She was that woman who showed up at
the Orange County Sierra Club Singles and listened to my “spiel” on the Desert Peaks. She had that enthusiasm I recognized... she was acting like me! She wanted to know more... what peaks? Desert? Sounds fun... a little on the dry
side, and maybe a little sticky with those cactus spines, but those pot lucks... hmmm.
Well, in her honor, I hope we have some outings and memorials, because she so loved hiking peaks. She’s sitting up
on top waiting for us. A new season is upon us. Leaders, give me a call or an email, I look forward to hearing from
you.
Kindest Regards to all, Ellen Grau

CONSERVATION
Perhaps all those who read this DPS newsletter know about, read and absorb the news in the Desert Report,
publication of the Sierra Club California/Nevada Desert Committee (www.desertreport.org). If so, you can ignore
most of this; if not, I suggest that you subscribe.
The Winter 2006 issue includes, among other things, items relating to the Eagle Mountain Dump proposal; to the
proposed plan to replace the All-American Canal with a new concrete-lined canal (thus capturing seepage currently
supplying farmland and wetlands in Mexico); to Tejon ranch activities; and a delightfully thoughtful essay entitled
“In the Moccasins of the Artist”, by Craig Deutsche (the new managing editor of the Desert Report, per the Spring
issue). The last two things, in particular, resonated strongly with me. Quotations in the text below are from this issue.
One of the Tejon Ranch Company’s request is for a an “Incidental Take Permit” from the US Fish & Wildlife Service
that would “allow it to harm, harass, and even kill endangered condors during construction and operation of proposed
major developments (p. 4).” Kill? I was a participant in the condor counts in the last years before the amazingly
successful restoration program was begun. I’ve seen California Condors in flight, from the top of Frazier Mountain
and from Mt. Pinos. I hope to see them in the Grand Canyon. It is outrageous that anyone is even contemplating
doing anything else than protecting these magnificent birds.
Craig Deutsche’s essay focuses on rock art, specifically the art he saw on a recent trip he led to a petroglyph site at
China Lake Naval Weapons Station – and on the feelings engendered by walking among these wonderful images:
“These canyons…are places that you experience, that make you ask the larger questions, reminding you that the
earlier people were not so far removed in place, time and spirit after all (p. 9)”. How often have you wondered about
previous visitors/travelers/inhabitants of some of the places we like to go? On one of my first trips to El Picacho del
Diablo, in Baja California, we saw a campsite with an old fire ring, with a metate and mano next to it. No telling
when it was left there but it didn’t look recent. We wondered who, and when.
It is important to remind others what Mr. Deutsche points out about China Lake: “All of this requires considerable
advance notice, the presence of two approved escorts, personal background information about the participants...(p.
3)”. -Paul Cooley
THE DESERT SAGE
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MEMBERSHIP CHAIR / ACTIVITY REPORT, June 3, 2006
Membership Summary
Type
Sustaining
Member
Household
Sustaining Sub
Subscriber
Extra

Current
29
149
26
3
31
5

Inactive
8
79
10
9
96

Totals:

243

202

Activity Report
Achievements
Emblem
561 Pat Arredondo 11/13/2004 Signal Peak
564 Brian Smith
5/12/2001 Mt. Inyo
Address Changes
Pat Arredondo
paarredo@verzon.net

Gordon MacLeod
gjmacleodCA@cs.com
Jan St.Amand
janstamand@sbcglobal.net
Robert Hethmon
C/O Levine
3434 Bahia Blanca West, Apt P
Laguna Woods, CA 92637
Ray Soucy
P.O. Box 176
East Burke, VT 05832-0176
Marcia Faulkner
980 S. Helena St.
Colton, CA 92324
Mike Manchester
4314 Glencoe Ave. #4
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292

Membership Renewals
Alex Amies
2 years
Pat Arrendondo
1 year
Misha Askren MD
1 year
Lori Bledsoe
1 year
Bill Bradley
2 years
Mark Conover
1 year
Diane Dunbar
1 year
Joe Goss
3 years
Kevin & Lisa Heapy
1 year
Robert Langsdorf
3 years
Gordon Lindberg
1 year
Mike Manchester
1 year
Robert Meador
1 year
Mary Sue Miller
1 year
John Monsen
5 years
Anne K. Rolls
2 years
Edd Ruskowitz
1 year
Le Roy Russ
1 year
RJ Secor
2 years
Jan St. Amand
2 years
Bruce Trotter
2 years
Ron & Margaret Zappen
3 years

RESTRICTED TRIPS
NEW SIERRA CLUB REQUIREMENTS NOW IN EFFECT FOR RESTRICTED TRIPS
After getting word that “restricted trips” (those that are class 3 and above) have new participant requirements that
have been ordered by National, I called the Angeles Chapter headquarters to get the skinny on these new
requirements. Here is what was told to me regarding these new requirements which are ALREADY IN EFFECT:
1. There is a new medical form that must be filled out by a participant IN ADVANCE and sent to the leader of any
restricted trip. That form must then be forwarded on to National.
2. In addition, to be accepted as a participant on a restricted trip, one must be a Sierra Club member and furnish his/
her Sierra Club number to the leader with the medical form.
We wanted to inform you of these new requirements so our trips can be kept on the “legal” side.
More direct information can be found at the following web address:
http://clubhouse.sierraclub.org/outings/Mountaineering/moc_screen.asp#forms
The original medical form can be found in pdf format at the following address:
http://www.sierraclub.org/outings/national/participantforms/forms/medical.pdf
Pat Acheson for the Management Committee
Additional information from Larry Tidball:
This is only required if the outing is a restricted outing requiring the use of the rope. Unroped 3rd class trips do not
have this requirement.
The requirement to be a club member has always been a requirement for all restricted outings. The medical forms are
new in the past few months.

THE DESERT SAGE
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Memories of Patty Rambert
Patty Rambert was tragically killed on Mt Mendel on May 31. Below are links to newspaper articles about her,
followed by individual remembrances and pictures.
Orange County Register:
http://www.ocregister.com/ocregister/news/local/article_1170528.php
Los Angeles Times:
http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-mountain5jun05,0,6580120.story
———————————————————————————————————————————————
Her smile, eagerness, and positive demeanor were something that
everybody remembers Patty by. She would generously care about
people, planning and meeting her commitments to friends and trip
partners. Her forwardness, unique high pitched voice, and makeyou-feel-good greeting would ensure that you immediately found a
common bond for conversation, and you were unlikely to ever
forget her.
She needed people, and her attractive personality would make
people love to have her on their trips and activities. Her calendar
was so full of activities and trip offers she would spend hours of her
limited time trying to make the right decisions to please her friends
and further her goals of attaining the additional peaks and
adventures always enticing to her.
Her physical and social energy seemed to be boundless. An
example is a hike to the top of Homer's Nose which she climbed
three weeks before her death. It was another peak to add to her list
of more than 200 listed Sierra Nevada summits acheived. The hike
with 5 of her friends took 14 1/2 hours, was 14 miles cross country
on an overgrown old trail and more than 6000' of elevation gain. In
the two weeks before her final descent she climbed Mt. Jefferson,
Ruby Dome, and Wheeler Peak to leave only two remaining peaks
to complete the Desert Peaks list of 99 peaks. Her list finish was
scheduled for October 28 on Waucoba Mtn, and the trip is still
scheduled posthumously in her honor. - Ron Hudson

Bridge Mtn car camp, November 2005.

Patty atop Stepladder Mtn, December 2005.

Wheeler Peak, Patty’s 97th DPS summit, May 2006.

All photos on this page courtesy of Ron Hudson.
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Ellen Grau contacted me with the news of Patty Rambert’s death.
We cried a little, then I told her I would be writing an article for
the upcoming Sage. When I lose a good friend, it hurts.
First memories of Patty were years ago, when she cracked her
fabulous smile at me days before a climb near Shoshone. Patty
was fairly new to our Section. She said we were both on an
upcoming trip, wanted to camp in the area, and asked where I
would suggest she camp. I told her where we would camp, then
promised that we would find her car and camp with her. Sure
enough, we found her car late that Friday night and she was
sleeping inside. I was very worried about getting to her, so she
would feel comfortable alone in the desert. Well, I knocked on
her car window once and nothing happened. I knocked again,
this time more loudly. To make a long story short, she was
sleeping so soundly that I wasn’t able to wake her to let her know
she was safe. The next morning, she woke to find us camped
beside her. She laughed that morning, and every time she
recounted the story many times later on.
Patty and I were on many climbs together, and it was always a
special treat to be on a trip with her. She added pizzazz, smiles,
laughter and chatter to every trip she was on. Big Picacho was
the longest trip we did together. We did the peak from the east,
as I had done it the first time in 1975. Patty was always the first
one in the water in the canyon when we took breaks as we
backpacked to the peak. There were always peals of laughter as
we instantly were wet and cold from the water, compared with
The Ladies of Big Picacho, May 2002. Linda McDermott, Elaine
the heat and sweating of the hike. Patty and I both ripped our
Baldwin, Mirna Roach, Patty Rambert and Linda Roman.
Credit: Linda McDermott.
pants on Big Picacho, and I remember a picture of Patty and me
on a future hike showing our HUGE patches on the back of our
pants. Patty was proud of hers because it was in the shape of a heart and mine was a mediocre shape.
After talking with Ellen about Patty, I went outside for awhile. I asked myself what I thought Patty might like me to
say in this article. I tried to put myself in Patty’s shoes, but they are too big for me – she was incredible. I think she
would ask that we remember that she loved climbing peaks, and that she valued the camaraderie she shared with each
of us. She would want us to know that she was doing something she loved when she died, and encourage us to
continue pursing our dreams just as she was doing. Personally, I will always remember the enthusiasm and love she
brought to all those who knew her. I’m a better person because Patty was in my life, even though I wish she were in
my life for many future years. You will be missed, Patty. - Linda McDermott

Patty Rambert, Mirna Roach, and Linda McDermott in Guadalupe Hot Springs
after climbing Pico Risco. Credit: Linda McDermott.
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Patty kicking back on a desert trip. Credit: Dave Baldwin.
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I was at the Orange County Sierra Singles trying to get people enthused about hiking with snakes, cactus and sand, not
to mention heat. I wasn’t getting alot a takers. This is Orange County for GOD SAKES. Most had nail polish and
$200 tennis shoes. But like a little trooper I gave my talk
and showed my slides to music. Afterward, this lovely
woman came up to my table and asked lots of questions. (I
took my photo albums of our trips). Where is this peak?
Are these pine trees on the top of peak? This peak is gorgeous, is it in the desert? Where are those pictographs? Are
any of them roped climbs?
Well, she smiled and genuinely seemed interested. When I
got home that night my husband Ron asked, Well, was anyone interested?
I said, Yes, there was this one lady. She asked a lot of questions and smiled! She didn’t turn up her nose once! That
some one was Patty. I guess that DPS presentation was one
of the sparks that got her going. She never looked back. We
will truly miss her.
And I just want to say, at the time of the accident, she was
with the most competent person she could have been with
Tina. Our hearts go out to both women. - Ellen Grau

Patty snowshoeing near Mt San Jacinto.
Photo courtesy of Barbee Tidball.

Patty was always irrepressible. From her student days in
my WTC group to her time as an assistant leader she was
always talking, asking questions, giving her views, relating
her adventures, but never complaining. Sharing her energy
with all those around her. In that unmistakable shrill,
squeaky voice of hers.
So, I thought when faced with the prospect of tenting with
her for the first time, how am I ever going to get any sleep?
The answer: wear her out beforehand. As we divided our
gear I secretly slipped in a little extra, not much mind you
since she was just a pixie in boots, but enough to make the
end of the day only too welcome. That, plus a little faster
pace. That did the trick because by the time we crawled
into our bags in our tight little tent under the cold Sierra
sky, Patty was speechless. No complaints though from her,
just no more to say, or too tired to say. The only problem
was that now I was ready to talk. Patty, the trooper, listened quietly. She grunted a bit as she listened, although
now I think it was a snore. But by morning she was, well,
she was Patty. With a snappy "yes sir Mr. Pond," to my
mock orders to tend the stove, followed by a barrage of
cheerful chatter.
Patty descending a canyon in Death Valley, December 2005.
Credit: Ron Hudson

THE DESERT SAGE

I'll miss her. - Tony Pond
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Rock climbing memory from the Rockreation in
Costa Mesa: Patty taught me so much about
aided climbing, weight distribution, hand holds,
flexibility, etc. We had so much fun at the gym
together (prior to my going out on the "real
rock"). I always looked forward to an evening
with her at the gym and all her pointers and
meeting all her "rock friends".
Hiking memory: When we were on the trail together on a hike -- everyone could hear us
laughing all the way up and back -- we would
make jokes about no bears or cats would get
anywhere near the group when the two of us
were there! - Cheryl Gill

Patty atop Vogelsang Peak. Photo courtesy of Barbee Tidball.

An Open Letter to the DPS
I read, with much amusement, an account of a recent DPS scheduled trip to Stepladder on FEB 4, 2006. The scribe
was "pleasantly surprised" to find the RT is "still about 12 miles"! The scribe states, "... the person (that would be
me) who contributed this note (that it was about 18 miles RT) may have been on a different road."
I cannot help pointing out that the reason that the route was "STILL ONLY 12 MILES RT" is because they drove
across a wilderness boundary. One only has to look at the AAA San Bernardino County driving map to see that the
wilderness is right next to the Power line road. One could also ask the BLM if only they were not afraid of the answer
that they might get! "But it says so in the Road & Peaks Guide" or "there was no Stake there" is not a good excuse.
I did that trip on Good Friday about two years ago and there was a brand new wilderness red stake just exactly where
I said it was. The 4th Edition of the DPS Guide is WRONG!!! Just because some redneck removed the stake doesn't
mean it's OK to drive across a boundary.
I also did a DPS trip about three years ago, perhaps it was longer, to Mopah and Turtle. I had an extra day to kill and
invited everyone who signed up for the DPS trip to do Whipple as a private trip. Several joined me. On the way out
from Whipple, I saw two "almost famous" longtime DPS'ers who were going in to do Whipple. Two days later, we
did Turtle. The only sign-ins on Turtle in the recent past were these two individuals. They are multiple DPS list finishers. I also saw new tire tracks across the wilderness boundary all the way to the "old" trail head. I know that they
drove over the boundary to "check it off" for the ??? time.
So who cares? Is it only me? I have heard stories about an Angeles Chapter M Leader who carries a rake in his truck
to "groom" his tire racks when he decides to violate a Red Staked area. And I have heard other stories about another
"really famous" DPS'er who was observed deep inside a Red Staked area in a vehicle within the last year, or so. I'm
being deliberately vague here. I'll never mention any names. But, when I read that these people have finished the DPS
list YET AGAIN, I will put an asterisk in my mind beside their names, just as I will do when Barry Bonds breaks the
Babe's home run record in baseball.
When my friend and I did Stepladder, I remember reading in the register an account by Tina Stough a few days before
our ascent that mentioned "running down the road and back for miles, and how much she enjoyed doing this great
peak..." or something to that effect. Tina is the real example to follow here; her accomplishments are real, no asterisk
by her name. She may not finish a list umpty-squat times but she's a better climber than all the others put together.
I'm not faulting the participants of the FEB outing here. I'll give them the benefit-of-the-doubt. They had bad information. Fix the Road & Peaks Guide. Perhaps we can let the other multi-list DPS finishers (who most certainly knew
better) use that excuse also.
Cheers, Dennis Richards
THE DESERT SAGE
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Trip reports from scheduled DPS outings and private trips to
any peaks or areas of interest to
Sage recipients are welcomed and encouraged.
Please refer to the back cover for
CORRESPONDENCE submission details.
Next submission deadline is AUGUST 12, 2006.

by a hairbreadth.” They did not find any indication of a
previous ascent and left a cairn and register can. They
thought it odd that nothing was on top since they found
evidence of a training camp from Patton’s Army at the
base and felt that soldiers often climbed nearby peaks.

SPECTRE PEAK, COXCOMB MOUNTAINS
CLIMB and LEVEL SIGHTING
March 3-5, 2006
By Richard L. Carey

Map Errors - I have a Cadiz Valley 15-minute map
dated 1956 and it shows Aqua benchmark at 4416 feet
and with the same closed contour as several other peaks.
This benchmark was placed in 1956 so the maps
available to the 1952 party would not have shown this.
At that time the elevation of all the peaks were thought
to be 4400 feet. When 7.5-minute maps were produced
the area of the summits appeared on the Cadiz Valley
SW Provisional Edition dated 1985. This is the latest
map available today. This map is metric with 10-meter
contours and Aqua BM is shown with an elevation of
1346.5 meters, which computes to 4417.6 feet. The map
does not show that the unnamed peak (DPS Spectre) to
the southwest is higher, but actually shows as lower with
a closed contour of 1300 meters or 4265 ft. Spectre is
listed as 4400 feet in the March 1957 peak list and then
as 4416 feet in new list of February 1961.

I

agreed to do this peak again with my friends
Edward Earl and Adam Helman of San Diego if we
would do it as a backpack. The reason for this was
two fold: (1.) I knew that one had to start way back at
highway 62 now that the road going in to the canyon on
the north side was closed by the Park Service and (2.) I
wanted to take my new level sighting device and really
checkout which peaks were highest. With the level I
would need a tripod and these gadgets together weighed
maybe four to five pounds. This extra weight would
make the long climb a lot more difficult. The trip was
planned for January and that was later postponed to
March after Edward and Adam came back from a
successful climb of Aconcagua.
I had done Spectre three times with my first ascent on a
trip in February 1971 with the San Diego chapter. It was
one of my first desert peaks and I was fascinated by the
rugged, big boulders in this range. We did the peak from
the east at that time which I later repeated and then did
the peak once from the north. The eastern approach is
the way early DPS trips approached the peak, but it was
shut off to vehicle access by the extension of the Joshua
Tree National Park boundaries in 1994.

Since the elevation of Spectre was uncertain, but known
to be higher than Aqua BM, the Road and Peaks Guide
of 1988 by Randy Bernard listed the peak as 4400+ feet.
Much later the peaks guide suggests that Spectre is about
70 feet higher than Aqua BM. Mark Adrian speculates
about the errors in Sage #253 on page 14.

A Little History - The first article I have found on
Spectre is in the DPS Newsletter #17 of January 11,
1952. This was a trip report by Bill and Margie
Henderson who led a climb on New Years weekend.
This same trip was described in an article “We Climbed
Coxcomb Peak...” by Louise Werner in the May 1953
issue of Desert Magazine. There is no mention of the
names Spectre, Tensor or Dyadic the unofficial names
given to the three highest peaks in the range at a later
date. The trip leader Bill Henderson was quite aware
that the maps didn’t show which peak was the highest so
he had with him a hand sighting level. As best I can tell
from the Desert Magazine article, which offers a lot
more detail than the Newsletter, they climbed the peak
farthest west which has been considered for many years
to be the highest peak. Sighting through the level they
thought the peak they were on “was higher though only
THE DESERT SAGE

Edward Earl looking southeast to Dyadic with the level. Credit: Richard Carey.
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Name Confusion -The next report on the Coxcombs is
in DPS Newsletter #45 of March 1956. Bill Henderson
also led this trip on January 28-29, 1956 and the name
Spectre is applied to the highest summit. Dyadic is
mentioned as a more difficult 4th class climb. In Sage
#241 Franklin Meyers discusses his early climbs of all
these peaks and how they were named. He indicates
Spectre was named on the very first trip because they
saw the Spectre of the Brocken, an optical phenomenon,
from the summit. Franklin along with Bill Voss and
Don Anderson climbed all of the summits after the first
ascent and climbed a peak with pole and wires, which
they called Dyadic. (Apparently evidence of a survey
party.) He says after the 15-minute map appeared the
summit with Aqua BM was the one they called Dyadic.
Franklin Meyers and his group climbed another peak,
one they considered the third highest, and called this
Tensor Peak. A mouse-chewed remains of a hat was on
top so they were not the first. He learned from Bill
Henderson that this was the first peak climbed by the
1952 group before they went to Spectre. Tensor, by this
description doesn’t seem to be the difficult 4th class peak
southeast of Spectre, but might have been a pinnacle in
the middle.

Edward Earl using the level on Spectre Peak sighting
across to Dyadic Peak. Credit: Richard Carey.

BM (Tensor) was obviously much lower so we
concentrated our viewing to the southeast (bearing 78
degrees true) to the peak that is Dyadic. It looked the
same height as we were and nothing else came close to
Spectre’s lofty position in the Coxcombs. The level was
set on a small bare spot next to the summit block and
was about one foot lower than the highest rock. Looking
across through the 32X telescope on the level we could
clearly see a stick on Dyadic and estimated it to be
maybe 4 to 5 ft. lower. Most interesting!! I didn’t know
Dyadic was so close, but of course the 1953 article said
so. I had not read that article at the time.

The latest Peak and Roads Guide I have says Aqua BM
is Tensor and Dyadic is the harder 4th class summit.
This conflicts with the early naming convention, but
seems to be well established now so they are the names I
will use in the following trip description. The excellent
book Desert Summits by Andy Zdon uses these names
for the summits. See pages 362 to 365 for descriptions
of all the peaks. Andy rates Dyadic as a 5.1 to 5.4 climb.

We didn’t particularly want to climb Dyadic so did a
check by moving the level down about three feet. A new
sighting on Dyadic looked close, maybe one foot lower.
Measurement off the topo using Maptech software
shows Dyadic to be about 1440 feet away on a bearing
of 76 degrees.

Our Climb – I met Edward and Adam at the road
junction on highway 62 near milepost 73 at 7:30 AM
Saturday. For some reason the gate was wide open, but
we decided not to attempt to drive in. A sign indicates
“No Vehicles”, but there is nothing about a wilderness
boundary. We hiked in with our packs on the old road
for four miles to the base of the canyon where the steep
ascent starts. Not wanting to try this with backpacks and
really seeing no need to do so we set up camp there.
After about an hour we headed up the steep canyon
(DPS Route A) scrambling over the endless rough
boulders. After about 900 feet gain we descended into a
jumbled canyon and then climbed up to a higher saddle
west of Aqua BM. From here the spire of Spectre comes
into view.

At this distance the level should be within +/- an inch so
we feel fairly confident in saying that Dyadic is 4 to 5
feet lower than Spectre. It was a good confirmation of
the hand level sighting on the 1952 climb. Incidentally,
Aqua BM (Tensor) is 1700 feet from Spectre on a
bearing of 35 degrees true. We swung the level over
there and it wasn’t even in the field of view of the scope.
I ran my Garmin 12XL GPS at Spectre summit and got a
reading of 4480 feet after letting it settle and average for
a while. No problem getting good satellite visibility up
there! I have found that the GPS usually reads a bit high
on the many summits with benchmarks that I have
checked. Some say it is due to the earth model the GPS
uses in its calculations. We headed down and after a
short lunch were over climbing Aqua BM. Sure enough
the 1956 bronze disk was there and an old rusty register
can, which I replaced with a better, painted one. I held
the GPS about one foot above the disk and got a reading

The north side looked really nasty so we went along to
the east side and found a way up… possibly 3rd class we
thought. It took us about 2 ¾ hours from our camp to
reach the summit with the usual sturdy ammo box
nestled under the summit block.
Level Sighting – Edward and I set up the level on a
tripod while Adam went back down to have lunch. Aqua
THE DESERT SAGE
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of 4419 feet which is amazing agreement with the map
which has 4418 feet. With such a reading I would have
to say that the reading back on Spectre is probably close
to the proper elevation. Maybe some day not too far off
we’ll have a GPS that reads elevation to within a foot or
so.
For now I propose the following elevations for the three
summits:
Spectre Peak – 4480 feet, Coordinates: 647377E,
3766006N, Zone 11, NAD27
Dyadic Peak – 4475 feet, Not visited but about:
647800E, 3766120N, Zone 11, NAD27
Aqua BM (Tensor Peak) – 4418 feet, Coordinates:
647666E, 3766437N, Zone 11, NAD27
Information on how the typical automatic level works is
at my website:
www.peakbagging.com/
Automatic_Level_Compensators.pdf

Enroute to Granite #1. Credit: Bob Hoeven.

this road can be followed without much effort, and the
route from the point one leaves the deteriorated dirt road
to the summit area is pretty easy to negotiate; just follow
the main gully that is described in the Peaks Guide. We
took a little longer than the recommended time due to
the size of the group. The gully consists of occasional
boulders, oak, puddles, and other minor obstacles, with
nothing exceeding easy 2nd class. After lunch on the
summit we returned to the trailhead via the same route.
As we left the top, Ron Bartell led a few others to
explore the 3rd class boulders of the west summit; they
rejoined the main group just before reaching the valley
flats.

More on the Brocken Spectre can de found at:
http://www.sundog.clara.co.uk/droplets/globrock.htm

GRANITE #1 and OLD DAD MOUNTAIN
March 25-26, 2006
By Gary Craig

I

n addition to leaders Gary Craig and Sue Holloway,
the participants on this outing were Ed Herrmann,
Edna Erspamer, Diane Dunbar, Virgil Popescu,
Robert Horvath, Christine Mitchell, Anne Rolls, Bob
Hoeven, Ron Bartell, Don Cwik, George Wysup, Lloyd
Johnson, Rich Gnagy, and John Gibba.

After returning to the cars, we quickly stowed our gear
and made for the Old Dad trailhead for camp. An
unplanned diversion along the way was a stop at the
Kelso Depot, which was having its grand re-opening
ceremony that very day. Quite a crowd of rail history
enthusiasts had gathered in the area for the ceremonies,
which had mostly concluded by the time we approached.
We paused briefly there to freshen up, but our group was
moving again in a few minutes toward the Old Dad
turnoff, accurately located in the Peaks Guide. The
trailhead road is fine for any vehicle for 1.7 miles to the
first junction, where we consolidated into high-clearance
vehicles for the rest of the distance. The last couple of
miles to the trailhead would be dicey for a standard car,
as the road disappears into a wash for an extended
distance and there are some sandy sections. However,
the remaining vehicles negotiated this part with no
difficulties and we camped just before the power lines
mentioned in the Peaks Guide.

Most of the group was on hand Friday evening at the
Granite trailhead and had some time for catching up on
recent goings-on before turning in. The road in to the
trailhead (about 2 miles long, after leaving the paved
Kelbaker Road) is in decent condition but I would
hesitate to take a normal passenger car all the way in due
to several deep gullies cut across the dirt track… “fair”,
at best. The best spot to leave the Kelbaker Road was
also a challenge to find in the dark, but the distances
given in the Peaks Guide were ultimately pretty
accurate. As mentioned elsewhere, there’s no picnic
table left at the trailhead.
We awoke to clear and calm weather on Saturday
morning, and the whole group hit the trail (formerly a
dirt road, for a while) prior to 8 AM. I seem to remember
that my first ascent of Granite #1 was as part of a Chili
Cook-off about ten years ago, my first such experience.
The hiking route on Granite is longer than in days gone
by, with wilderness boundaries now necessitating this
1.5 mile dirt road walk to the base of the peak itself. But
THE DESERT SAGE

Our happy hour and potluck dinner followed and this
group had really taken the “wine tasting” theme to heart.
Except for the occasional List Finish party, I’ve never
seen so much wine in the desert. Thankfully, no “two
buck chuck” appeared; instead a fine variety of
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scrapes and bruises from the rough limestone surface,
something which I’m sure any DPS’er who has had a
misstep on this terrain can sympathize with.
More clear skies and nice temperatures greeted us on the
summit where we had an early lunch. After a few
photos and a brief session of “which peak is that?”, we
picked our way down the mountainside, keeping more or
less to our ascent route, to the floor of the main wash on
the peak’s north side, where the walk back to the camp
spot is easy. We rejoined Rich (and Edna, who had
remained in camp) and had another short happy hour
before heading back out to the highway and then home.
Thanks to all; I hope to see you again soon.

DPS APRIL FOOLS PARTY
April 1, 2006
By Pat Acheson

Atop Old Dad. Front Row, L to R: Ed Herrmann, Diane Dunbar, Gary Craig, Sue
Holloway, Virgil Popescu, Robert Horvath. Back Row, L to R: Christine Mitchell,
Anne Rolls, Bob Hoeven, Ron Bartell, Don Cwik, George Wysup, Lloyd Johnson.
Credit: Christine Mitchell.

appetizers, main dishes, and desserts filled our tummies
after a good day of exercise and adventure.
Old Dad mountain is one steep little sucker. I climbed
this for my first time on Rich Gnagy’s first list finisher,
and was honored to have him participate on this outing
in commemoration of that event. Rich decided to turn
back before the top today however, but the remainder of
the group clawed our way up the very steep and rough
slope to the summit plateau. I had forgotten how
deceiving and tricky this peak is; it is much more
difficult than the statistics would have one believe. An
occasionally-ducked route leads to the summit area
generally as described in the Peaks Guide. Ducks aside,
generally it seemed that the correct route was not that
difficult to discern and we didn’t have too many false
starts or dead ends. One major difficulty was avoiding

W

ell, the meetings of the Desert Peaks Section
have moved to a new format and style, more in
keeping with the traditions and culture of the
DPS members. The stodgy business format has been
supplanted by the good old-fashioned DPS pot-luck
party and the recent April Fool’s rendition was certainly
no exception.
Mary McMannes graciously invited all the desert
ruffians into her modern light carpeted white furnitured
home on April 1 so about 30 of us showed up with an
incredible mix of appetizers, salads, vegetables, meats,
deserts and wines that would be the envy of any high
class Hollywood caterer!

Tom Sumner, Sue Wyman Henney, and Mary McMannes at the April Fools Party.
Credit: Pat Acheson.

THE DESERT SAGE

Ron, Ellen, and Bogie Grau at the April Fools Party. Credit: Pat Acheson.
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One thing about DPSers – they never run out of things to
talk about! DPS outings, trips, plays, work, recipes,
music, computers, friends – all were fair game for
fascinating conversation.
If you have not attended any of these new style
meetings, you are missing out on a lot of fun. Make
plans to attend the next one. We guarantee you will have
a great time, or you can apply for a full refund.

DPS BANQUET
May 3, 2006
By Ann Perkins

T

he Reef Restaurant, with its striking views over the
harbor of Long Beach, was again this year the site
for the Annual DPS Banquet. The tables were
appropriately decorated with a variety of cactus supplied
by chair Ellen Grau, and they were taken home with
enthusiasm by our cactus-loving members after the
banquet. We had a good turnout with 81 attendees,
some coming from as far away as Sacramento and San
Diego, and we were also pleased to see some first-time
attendees. Everyone enjoyed catching up during happy
hour, and then sat down to an excellent meal of either
chicken, steak, or vegetable pasta, finished off with a
slice of cheesecake that will need to be worked off with
more climbing! We began the program during the meal
in order to finish in a timely fashion, and Ellen Grau
recognized the emblem holders, list finishers, and
multiple list finishers. Unfortunately Doug Mantle had a
last minute conflict that prevented him from attending
and hearing his name read for completing the list six
times.

Painting of Little Picacho by Elaine Baldwin that was won by Frank Dobos.
Credit: Dave Baldwin.

chair, with the help of Mary (Vanna) McMannes. The
beautiful oil painting by Betty McCosker was won by
Dean Acheson, and Frank Dobos won the watercolor by
Elaine Baldwin. Thanks, Elaine, for again donating one
of your lovely art works. Steve Smith won the REI gift
certificate, and we were very happy that Delores
Holloway, who could not attend but had supported us by
buying raffle tickets, won Edna Erspamer’s serigraph.
Next the awards were presented, with the DPS Service
Award going to Charlie Knapke for all his work on the
DPS History and Lore CD’s and the Archive CD’s
(many of which were sold at the banquet), and his
service in maintaining our web site. The Fran Smith
Lifetime Achievement Award was presented by his son
Steve to Barbara Reber, a longtime member of DPS who
has served in many capacities, including outings leader,
two time list finisher, archivist for many years, and Chair
of the section. Finally, the mountaineering award was
presented to R.J. Secor. In addition to his

The raffle was conducted by Dave Baldwin, next year’s

Charlie Knapke receiving the DPS Service Award from Dean Acheson.
Credit: Pat Acheson.
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Barbara Reber receiving the Fran Smith Lifetime Achievement Award
from Steve Smith. Credit: Pat Acheson.
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list finishers and you will have no doubt that we are all
obsessed….or is it possessed?
This climb has been on my schedule for 5 months and
the interest in joining the group was HUGE. I had put a
limit of 15 on the group and still had a waitlist. Two
weeks before the trip I sent regrets to those on the
waitlist and then there were a few last minute
cancellations so we had a group of 11. And what a
group it was…..4 going for their first ascent, 4 going for
their second, 2 going for their third and 1 going for his
fourth. John, Dave and Ken had Eckert’s waypoints
from his 2001 trip entered in their GPS receivers while
Ron’s navigational chip is embedded in his brain. Heck,
all I had to do was decide on meeting times and other
minor logistics, put out a trip sheet and fall in line. You
know what they say; the key to success is to surround
yourself with smart people.
Nine of the group met at John’s in San Diego and we
loaded our gear in 4 vehicles and headed for the border
shortly after 8 a.m. on May 18. Some still needed
insurance so we stopped at the border to get that. (The
consensus regarding auto insurance for Mexico is to
simply buy the policy on-line and print it out at home.
You save a few bucks, plus you don’t have to make the
stop at the border. It also costs less than the Auto Club
and the insurance carrier is the same however you do it.)

R J Secor receiving the DPS Bill T. Russell Mountaineering Award
from Henry Arnebold. Credit: Pat Acheson.

mountaineering accomplishments in other Angeles
Chapter sections, R.J. has climbed most of the desert
peaks and has made recommendations and suggestions
for many of our banquet speakers (all excellent). We
were happy to see him well and recovered from his
recent serious accident, and also glad to have his parents
join us for the evening.

We stopped at a decent restaurant in Santo Tomas and
had a filling meal and we also made a gas stop on the
way down (gas was $2.25/gallon….what a deal!). After
the turnoff from Mexico Highway 1, the road is paved
for 70 kilometers and then excellent dirt after that. We
signed in at the entrance station, paid the fee of $8 per
car and the ranger unlocked the gate for us. (We noted
that the station is manned from 7 a.m.-8 p.m. so future
visitors should keep this in mind in their planning unless
they want to camp outside the gate.) The excellent dirt
road continued all the way to the turn-off at the far side
of Vallecitos meadow. The dirt road to the SE that one
turns off on and drives 2.3 miles was in decent shape and
the 2WD vehicles had no problems getting to the Blue
Bottle campground. We arrived at this, our destination,
a little before 5 p.m.

After a short break our featured speaker, Tom Jones,
presented a very entertaining program about his
canyoneering adventures in many of the national
monuments and parks in Utah. The photography was
truly spectacular, and we could relate to the desert
landscape (although more colorful than most of the areas
we climb in), the climbing techniques, and the route
finding challenges. The main difference is that you start
off by going down and finish by climbing up, and have
the added excitement of flash flood possibilities, and of
the canyon becoming so narrow that squeezing through
is often a real challenge. The Banquet ended about 10
p.m. – we look forward to seeing everyone on desert
climbs and exploratories in the coming year.

EL PICACHO DEL DIABLO
May 18-22, 2006
By Sue Holloway

After setting up camp, several in the group went on a
hike to stretch their legs after the long drive. When they
returned, they reported that the chain blocking the road
to Los Llanitos was on the ground and that, as far as they
walked, the road was definitely passable with 4WD.
Even though there was a sign that “discouraged” entry,
there was another party that was starting from the shack.
Since starting from the shack would cut 4 miles (RT)
from the climb, we decided that we’d drive to that
alternate trailhead the next morning. So, at 7:30 a.m.
Friday morning we consolidated into our 4WD vehicles
and left the 2WD cars parked at the campground. As it
turned out, the road to the shack was fine (but definite

E

l Picacho del Diablo…..Devil’s Peak…..Big
Picacho…..call it what you will. Because it’s on
“the list”, it’s a DPS emblem peak, it’s the highest
mountain in Baja California, it’s prominent and it’s
“there”, a group of us simply had to climb it (or re-climb
it, as the case may be). Read the stories on the DPS
Archives about past climbs of this peak or talk to other
THE DESERT SAGE
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4WD), with well established detours around all barriers.

of us were on the summit by lunch (12:25 p.m.).

The one thing I remembered from my first climb of this
peak is that it is very easy to get lost. Well, we didn’t
get lost….not once. We made decent time getting to
Blue Bottle Saddle (3 hrs. 25 min.) where we stopped for
a long break. I didn’t remember that I’d climbed Blue
Bottle Peak in 1997 so Dave, Ken and I set out after
lunch. There was a very good use trail to the summit
and it only took us about 10 minutes to get to the top.
The views were excellent in all directions so we spent
some time enjoying them and taking pictures. Once we
got back to the saddle, we started our descent to Campo
Noche at 12:50 p.m.

We left the summit promptly at 1 p.m. Some of us were
running short of water so we stopped at an area where
there were a couple of pools of standing water. I treated
a quart of water and ended up drinking every drop of it
prior to arriving back in camp. (Obviously, I sorely
misjudged how much water I was going to need.) We
were back in camp at 7 p.m. after an 11 ½ hour day.
Fluids, food and relaxing consumed the remaining hour
or so of daylight. Again, it was lights out by 9 p.m.
The next morning Ron and Christine left at 5:30 a.m. as
they wanted to get back to LA that night. The rest of us
were packed up and hiking by 6:45 a.m. There had been
another couple camped at Campo Noche Saturday night
and they stayed with our group on the descent back to
Blue Bottle Saddle. I’d thought for sure that I would be
pulling up the rear but, thankfully, everyone was going
slowly and resting often so our core group arrived
together at the saddle by 11:30 a.m. We rested there for
30 minutes and then talked to John (who was again
shepherding the laggard) on the radio. He said they were
at 8,000’ and going very, very slowly. He thought they
would have to spend another night out, probably at Blue
Bottle Saddle. Bob sacrificed a liter of his water for
John and left it at the saddle. The other couple had
planned on spending the night at BB anyway so we
knew our friends would have company.

Well, the one thing I didn’t remember from my first
climb of this peak is how difficult the terrain was.
Wow!!! For the most part, we stayed together though
one of our party had a very difficult time and required a
lot of assistance that Ron and Ken ably provided. That
caused them to get to camp an hour after everyone else.
Since we were all tired and we were going to get an
early start for the peak, it was a quiet camp and everyone
turned in just after dark.

Summit day was another tough one. We started at 6:30
a.m. and, once again, the route finding (primarily by
Dave and Ron) was excellent. In contrast to 1997, when
it seemed like there were ducks leading every which
way, I thought the ducks in place now were pretty
SLICKROCK TO TUNDRA:
helpful. By our 10:30 a.m. break, it was obvious that we UTAH'S
There were
coupleMOUNTAINS
of spots on the way back where we
LAa SAL
weren’t going to set any records on getting to the spent
extra time
consulting
the GPS’s. (You think you
MANNS
PEAK
(12,272')
summit. It was a combination of the overall difficulty of have
memorized
the
terrain
but,
MT. TOMASAKI (12,000+')really, it all looks much
the terrain and significant waiting for one of our party. the same.) We ended up following a decent ducked trail
Julyat2005
John very graciously stayed behind to provide the and were back
the cars a little after 2 p.m. It didn’t
Michael
considerable assistance required by one and, as it turned take usBy
longBob
to load
up our packs and drive back out to
out, deprived himself of reaching the summit. The rest the campground. We saw that Ron and Christine’s car
was gone so we knew they’d gotten back safely. Virgil
and Gloria headed for home while Dave, Bob and Anne
were heading to the Meling Ranch for dinner and
camping. John had made reservations for the 7 of us for
Sunday night but, unfortunately, he was stuck out
another night and Ken and I didn’t want to leave until we
Looking north towards Mt Waas from the top of Manns Peak.
he was
safely. So, we were going to spend
Note sharp platy talus, typicalknew
of this range.
Credit:back
Bob Michael.
another night at the campground. We kept our radio on,
hoping to hear from John about their progress but there
Looking southeast towards Mt Tomaski from Manns Pk along the traverse route..
wasn’t
Credit: Bob
Michael.any reception.

W

Any hope of getting out early on Monday was dashed
when, at 5:10 a.m. it started to snow! Ken was sleeping
in his van but valiantly got up and put his tarp over most
Manns Peak rises beyond
ofa lush
the aspen-fringed
gear that meadow.
we’d left outside. I stayed in my tent,
Burro Pass trailhead just to the north. Credit: Bob Michael.
wondering how John and party were fairing. About 7:30
a.m. while I was still in my bag, there was a loud
“crash”. Ken was outside by now and saw a big tree fall
over our road out! By now it had snowed about 3” and,
though it had stopped, the skies still looked very
Ron Bartell helping leader Sue Holloway with route finding.
threatening.
Since we didn’t have a 4WD vehicle, we
La Sal Mountains
topo map
Credit: Christine Mitchell.
decided we should pack up and drive out to the good dirt
THE DESERT SAGE
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take care of “paying the ticket for Ken” and then Ken
could keep his license. Unbelievable as it may seem, the
officer was even able to offer a 50% discount from the
usual fine for committing that particular offense. What
an interesting “system”……… So, the officer took some
cash, there was no ticket written, Ken got his license
back and we continued on our way, both happy that we
were able to get the situation resolved. The rest of our
drive was uneventful, our wait at the border was only
about 15 minutes and we were both home before 8 p.m.
It was a pleasure to share yet another adventure with
these friends and I want to again express my thanks to
those on the trip who were so patient with all the waiting
and delays. I’m just happy we all got home safely and
were able to check this peak off our various lists!
Immediately following our return home, the unanimous
chant was “never again”. Now that a few weeks have
passed, it’s probably not a stretch to say, “well.
….maybe…..in a few years….”

The Big Picacho group. Back row, L to R: Gail Hanna, John Strauch, Ken Barr,
Ron Bartell, Bob Hoeven, Christine Mitchell. Front row, L to R: Gloria Miladin,
Sue Holloway, Anne Rolls, Virgil Popescu, Dave Perkins.
Credit: Christine Mitchell.

The participants on this trip were Ken Barr, Ron Bartell,
Gail Hanna, Bob Hoeven, Gloria Miladin, Christine
Mitchell, Dave Perkins, Virgil Popescu, Anne Rolls and
John Strauch.

and wait for our friends there. As it turned out, it didn’t
snow much more and by 9 a.m. the sun was coming out.
By 11 a.m. much of the snow had melted and we drove
back to the campground to continue our vigil. Finally,
around 1:45 p.m. our radio came to life with John
reporting that they were back to his car and starting the
drive out. Once we heard they were fine, we started for
home as we were both anxious to be on our way.
We’d talked about just driving non-stop to San Diego
but we ended up having to make one unexpected stop.
We were moving right along on Hwy. 1, north of Santo
Tomas, when Ken passed a big truck that wasn’t going
very fast. As luck would have it, a police car was
coming in the other direction and, very quickly, all its
flashing lights went on as we were being signaled to pull
over. Gulp….. The officer introduced himself, shook
Ken’s hand and asked where we were from. He then
informed us that the solid yellow line in the highway
meant no passing and that Ken had passed the truck in
just such an area. As Ken was complying with the
request to see his driver’s license and vehicle
registration, I played my part as a dumb blonde and told
the officer that, while I realized it was our responsibility
to know the local traffic laws, we didn’t know that’s
what the solid yellow line meant because, if we did, he
wouldn’t have passed the truck (yeah, right…) Anyway,
the officer explained to Ken that he was going to have to
give him a traffic ticket and retain Ken’s license as a
‘guarantee’ that Ken would pay the fine. He said that
Ken could go to Tijuana on Tuesday, pay the ticket and
then he would get his driver’s license back. While we
both knew that something had to be done to avoid that, I
was the first to speak up and ask if there wasn’t some
way we could pay the fine on the spot so Ken could keep
his license. As luck would have it ( ☺ ), the officer said,
if we paid the fine directly to him, he would be happy to
THE DESERT SAGE

TED BRASKET’S SPRING MOUNTAIN
MINI-LIST FINISH
January 2006
By Dean Acheson

I

n January, Pat and Cinnamon and I met up with Ted
Brasket at an RV park at the east end of Gila Bend.
Ted had been working on some prominence peaks in
the area and we stopped by to visit. (Prominence peaks
are the quiet rage with some of the weathered desert
climbers. Ted and friends pour over desert topos,
looking for anything sticking up 300 feet higher than any
other land or saddle around it, and then figure out ways
to get to the tops of them all.) The RV park was not a
usual place for any of us, but it was Super Bowl time and
we could stay out of the weather while watching the
game on the park’s brand new big screen TV.
But that wasn’t climbing, and I had determined to go
back while Ted was still climbing those obscure peaks in
the Gila Mountains area. He was finishing up a group of
peaks in the Spring Mountains, and we were going out to
accompany him. Cinnamon and I packed up Pat’s
Cherokee and took off early afternoon on Tuesday,
arriving in Tonopah at dusk. From there, we followed
the back roads down to old highway 80, and out to the
old one lane bridge that spans the river north of Gila
Bend.
How we managed to miss that wide open canal road that
parallels the river running south from the bridge we will
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A view in the Gila Range. Credit: Dean Acheson.

Cinnamon enjoying the hike. Credit: Dean Acheson.

never know. Nor will we know why we went on through
the “Road Closed” sign anyway and ended up plowing
sand down near the Gila River, at times slowing to a
snail’s pace with the engine still revved at 3000 rpm. It
was pitch black outside, and following that road (if there
was a road) was more instinctual than visual. We didn’t
dare try to turn around or back up as the only slight
advantage our 4-wheel had over the sand was that we
were going downhill – the opposite direction would have
been impossible. I asked Cinnamon why we did this, and
she just grinned excitement and adventure.

few miles east and climbed a small peak that gave us
great views of the Gila Range. The climbing was
moderate 2nd class, rocky with bits of cacti, but
exhilarating in the cool desert air.
Thursday was sunny and cool, and the three of us hiked
north on an old road leading back through the center of
the Spring Mountain group. The three target peaks were
on our left. The plan was to hike to the farthest of the
three and then return south, staying on the ridge to bag
the three final peaks of Ted’s mini-list of ten.
This really is God’s country, except for the cholla that
insisted on interfering with dog paws. I think those fine
one-way needles have got to be the leeway God grants to
the devil in this part of the world.

About 45 minutes later we finally pulled out onto a wellgraded wide dirt road about two miles down from where
we should have. From there it was only about 12 miles
to the GPS location Ted said marked the turnoff to his
camping spot. There were ten prominence peaks
reachable from this spot, and Ted had already climbed
seven of the longer, steeper, higher ones. So while Ted
took a break on Wednesday, Cinnamon and I hiked just a

Four of the peaks Ted had done earlier showed “no signs
of previous ascents.” The three we did that day each had
a small register with a single entry by each of two
climbers. You guessed it – Gordon MacLeod and

Ted using his GPS. Credit: Dean Acheson.
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A typical peak in the Gila Range. Credit: Dean Acheson.
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OWLSHEAD MOUNTAINS HIGH POINT
March 2006
By Bob Michael

A

failure and a caution to possible future climbers.

Climbers don't usually bother to write up their
failures for the SAGE. But a recent experience might
serve to prepare other climbers for what to expect should
they be interested in doing this.

George (aka “Boise Bill”) Quinn, (having forsaken
Vegas, his home for 21 years) and I determined to check
out the high point of the mysterious Owlshead
Mountains in March. I had always wanted to explore
there as they seemed the remotest place in the Mojave –
I do not recall any writeups on them in my many years
of reading the SAGE. Flying over them last winter
clinched the deal for me. From the air they really do look
like a colossal owl's head with its rounded sides, central
nose and beak, and two well-placed playas for eyes.

Ted enjoying the view. Credit: Dean Acheson.

Barbara Lilley! They were obviously having fun and
taking their time with these peaks, as the three entries
were spread over as many days.
These peaks were definite third class, requiring the use
of all four limbs. We were both amazed at Cinnamon’s
uncanny ability to not only negotiate the 4 and 5 foot
twisty rock hops, but her stealthy sure footedness in the
steep, loose terrain. By far the most difficult part of the
climb was the final descent over very unstable rock that
toyed with us all the way down. At one point Ted was
about to step on what appeared to be a solid boulder.
Cinnamon passed by barely brushing the boulder with
her paw. We watched in awe as that baby’s breath of
pressure tipped what turned out to be a precarious
boulder, sending it rolling down the steep slope in a
thundering tumble. We both thanked her for that one, for
a fraction of a second later and Ted would have been
part of that thunder!

The only road access to this range goes in the south side,
on an unsigned, surprisingly well-maintained dirt road
that splits off to the left from the washboardy dirt road
that follows the Amargosa River from Highway 127 into
the southern tip of Death Valley. This junction is 12½
miles west of 127. Ten miles in on this road, and out of
the Park in a little narrow strip of BLM land between the
Park and Camp Irwin, is Owl Hole Spring, in an area of
past iron mining (nice hematite specimens for
rockhounds). One forlorn little palm tree grows
improbably at the edge of the spring, where we camped
for a VERY windy night in the company of a little band
of desert deer – er, burros, right on the trace of the
Garlock Fault.

We decided to drive on back to Tonopah that night,
settling in for a couple of major basketball games at
Tonopah’s fabulous desert-country-style restaurant/bar.
The food was great, as usual. In fact, we met again for
breakfast the next morning before going our separate
ways. It sure felt good to be back in that desert air!
Cinnamon grinned her agreement all the way back to
LA.
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Next morning, a perfect day for a climb, the road
continued west in very good shape a few more miles
from the spring, paralleling the north border of Camp
Irwin for a short distance. Presently a short spur went
left to a materiel dump just inside the military boundary,
a rather bizarre stack of cargo containers in the middle of
nowhere. This is why the road was maintained so well to
here. The Owlshead Mountain/microwave station road
branched off to the right here and immediately
deteriorated. It's mostly in fairly good shape and quite
drivable by a 2WD high clearance truck, except for one
long stretch where the “road” is simply a route in a broad
sandy wash; it would be tempting fate likely past the
breaking point not to have 4WD here. There is one other
short but steep and eroded pitch further west where 4WD
is probably required. This is one of those places it's nice
to have two vehicles – it would have been a mighty long
forced march to help if anything had gone wrong with
21
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our rig.
12½ miles beyond Owl Hole Spring, we finally arrived
at the turnoff to a 4-mile road shown on the AAA San
Bernardino County map and the 7.5' topo which leads
north to the south end of Lost Dry Lake, the giant owl's
western “eye”. I had been apprehensive about that road
all along; were it to be washed out, and we couldn't drive
to the playa, the climb would be a very long death
march. Well, it was “washed out” all right, but by
humans...the Park Service, as is its wont, had closed the
road off, and it was rapidly eroding to oblivion. (I should
have known...) Neither of us was in the mood to add a
flat eight miles of trudging to what would have been a
fairly strenuous day anyway, and we were not in a
situation where we could have gotten back horribly late.
So, without debate, we turned around and headed out
(bagging 5152' Table Mountain near Goodsprings, Nev.
as a consolation prize).

Very disappointing, for sure, but we did get into possibly
the loneliest, remotest place in the Mojave accessible by
a road – a place of absolute solitude which is
increasingly rare in our desert. On a nice weekend in
prime season we saw exactly one other vehicle in two
days after we left the Amargosa River road.
The views to the north of the roadless part of the
Owlsheads and beyond to the Panamints were of a
pristine and terrible desolation completely devoid of any
evidence of the existence of other humans. It brought
back memories of my first formative impressions of the
Mojave a half century ago as a little boy, a place of
overwhelming beauty and mystery with an undertone of
menace.

Owlshead Mountains Area Map
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Reagan, Governor Edmund “Pat” Brown and many
others took the time to congratulate him on his next to
last birthday?
Well, Edmund Jaeger’s story, as told in the 466-page
Son of the Living Desert (1998), compiled and written
by Raymond E. Ryckman, Ph.D. and James L.
Zackrison, not only answers that question, but also
makes a fascinating read for any true desert aficionado.
Born on January 28, 1887 in Loup City, NE, the last
child in a family of 3 girls and 2 boys, Edmund Carroll
Jaeger was raised in a close-knit family and subjected to
a strict Methodist upbringing. While an adolescent,
Edmund’s father, J. Phil Jaeger, a prominent local
businessman, was successfully cured of dyspepsia
following a visit to John Harvey Kellogg’s sanitarium in
Battle Creek, Michigan, and thus became a serious
proponent of healthful-living. For better or worse, this
strong parental emphasis on health, while undoubtedly
forming good habits in young Edmund, may have also
caused him to develop into a life-long hypochondriac.
In 1901, the Jaegers moved to Westpoint, NE, and in
1903, due to eroding economic circumstances, the family
relocated in Des Moines, IA, where Edmund completed
high school, joined the Seventh-Day Adventist Church
and became a vegetarian.
In 1906, the Jaegers moved once again, this time to
sunny Riverside, CA, where shortly thereafter Edmund
began working as an errand boy in the nearby Loma
Linda Sanitarium and Hospital, and where, the following
year, he started teaching at a church-affiliated school. In
1908, at age of 21, armed with only a high school
education, Jaeger became an instructor at a Seventh-day
Adventist Academy in San Fernando. In 1911, taking a
respite from teaching, he mounted the stump for the
Seventh Day Adventist Church (and the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union), in a tour during which he,
by his own count, gave “500 lectures to 50,000
children!” During this period, he also authored some
150 tracts, articles and essays, all with health/moral/
religious themes, including: “Where Shall We Go for
Our Education,” in which he made a strong appeal for
church-affiliated schools; “The Comic Supplement,” in
which he disapproved of “comic strips being made
available, much less to young people;” and “Problems
for Parents,” in which he frowned on providing children
“highly seasoned foods, tea, coffee, sweetmeats, and
flesh food,” but rather suggesting a diet of “fruits, grains,
and vegetables.”
During his mid to late twenties, Jaeger frequented the
then small village of Palm Springs, where he became
acquainted with the German artist Carl Eytel and the
author John Van Dyke (The Desert), built a small shack
from materials that he boasted cost him only $13.47, and
taught school (1915-16). It was during this period also
that his interest in desert fauna and flora began to
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BOOK REVIEWS
EDMUND C. JAEGER (1887-1983)
DEAN OF DESERT NATURALISTS
SON OF THE LIVING DESERT, Raymond E.
Ryckman, Ph.D. & James L. Zackerison
DENIZENS OF THE DESERT (1922)
THE CALIFORNIA DESERTS (1933)
DESERT WILDFLOWERS (1940)
OUR DESERT NEIGHBORS (1950) & DESERT
WILDLIFE (1961)
A NATURALIST’S DEATH VALLEY (1957)
Dr. Jaeger,
I take great pleasure in offering my congratulations to
you on the occasion of your ninety-fifth birthday
celebration in which so many of our California friends
are joining.
As Dean of the desert naturalists, your compassionate
work on behalf of desert wildlife continues to be an
inspiration to us all.
Your contribution to the world library on natural
history brings our state deserved recognition as the
home of a great naturalist and gentle philosopher, whose
life brought us great riches.
Sincerely,
Alan Cranston
United States Senator
So how did the grandson of German emigrants, a boy
raised on the prairies of central Nebraska at a time when
Indians were still a menace, a young man who became a
tireless evangelist for the Seventh-day Adventist Church,
a scholar who didn’t earn his B.S. until he was 31, a
senior citizen who became so depressed that he seriously
considered suicide, become such a renowned authority
on desert flora and fauna that notables such as U.S.
Senators Cranston and Hayakawa, President Ronald
THE DESERT SAGE
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blossom.
Graduating from Occidental College in 1918 (at age
31), with a major in zoology and a minor in botany,
Jaeger became a devoted observer of desert plant and
animal life, publishing his first book on the subject,
Denizens of the Desert, in 1922. During his thirties and
forties, he studied and reported on the flora and fauna of
Nevada’s Charleston (Spring) Mountains (1924-32);
commenced teaching at Riverside Junior College (1932
until his retirement in 1952); published The California
Deserts: A Visitor’s Handbook (1933), and helped
found the Palm Springs Desert Museum (1938).
As a college instructor, Jaeger was tireless—on almost
every weekend he could be found leading small groups
of students on field trips into the nearby deserts or
mountains. Indeed, during the 1930s he was dropped
from membership in the Seventh Day Adventist Church
because he didn’t strictly observe the Sabbath
(Saturday), as proclaimed in the fourth commandment of
that sect’s Decalogue.
Jaeger never married, nor was he particularly
interested in women (except, that is, for his mother and
sisters). During his later years, he published additional
desert-related books; wrote over 200 articles (mostly for
the now defunct Desert Magazine), visited other deserts
around the world (Australia, the Namib, the Atacama);
was awarded an honorary D.Sc. degree by Occidental
College in 1953; had 28 plants, bugs, snails and moths
named in his honor, e.g.,Yucca jaegeriana, a common
variety of Joshua Tree found in eastern San Bernardino
County; began, after his retirement, a series of bi-annual
“palavers”—camping trips at various desert locations,
with groups of 75-150 persons (all the participants of
which, except for one lone exception, were men), “with
like interest in biology, botany and ecology in general
and more specifically of those disciplines related to arid
lands, deserts,” and in 1956 made the somewhat amazing
discovery that the Nuttall’s Poor-will went into a
“sleeping” phase during the winter (he found a specimen
hibernating in the Chuckawalla Mountains).
Last, but not least, Jaeger, tight-fisted and shrewd in
business matters during his lifetime, was revealed as a
generous philanthropist upon his death—a very
forgiving philanthropist, at that. In fact, in his will he
left more than $900,000 to various recipients, including
$131,000 to the Seventh-day Adventists, the very church
that dropped him from membership twenty years earlier.
Raymond E. Ryckman, Ph.D, an authority on
Triatominae (Kissing Bugs)—FYI, accidental ingestion
of the feces of said bugs can cause Chagas’ Disease, a
serious, debilitating ailment which now afflicts some 15
million people, mostly in South and Central America—
and James L. Zackrison, M.A., an intelligence analyst
for the U.S. Navy, cobbled Son of the Living Desert
together from selected speeches, writings and tape
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recordings made during Jaeger’s life; their own
biographical comments, e.g., “Women in the Life of
Edmund C. Jaeger,” “Dr. Jaeger on Religion;” a
chronology of major events in Jaeger’s life, and a
comprehensive bibliography of Jaeger’s publications.
My two main complaints with this book are that the
autobiographical, biographical and chronological
sections tend to be repetitive, and that there is no index.
Dr. Ryckman, however, has informed me that a separate
159-page index has been compiled by Richard Jones, a
friend of his, and can be purchased by calling Jones at
(951) 684-1297. These minor issues not withstanding,
the volume is a must read for any true desert lover.
Son of the Living Desert can be ordered by sending a
check for $33.00, which includes postage, to Oscar
Clarke, 266 Frost Court, Riverside, CA 92507.
DENIZENS OF THE DESERT (1922) Compiled
during Jaeger’s Palm Spring days, this book describes
twenty-eight animals, most all of whom dwell on the
Colorado Desert. Although a youthful precursor to Our
Desert Neighbors (1950) and Desert Wildlife (1961),
reading this 294-page volume (with illustrations)
remains a rewarding experience, if only because it
captures Jaeger’s enormous enthusiasm for his subject
matter.
THE CALIFORNIA DESERTS, A VISITOR’S
HANDBOOK (1933) This 209-page volume is exactly
what its preface claims it to be, i.e., “a practical
handbook which (visitors) can use to help them
understand what they see in this land of natural
wonders.” The opening chapters, “The Desert’s Past,”
and “Physiographic Aspects,” include a brief (but preTectonic Plate theory) geological history of California’s
Mojave and Colorado Deserts, explain the effects of the
Ice Age on the area, describe the manner in which
earthquakes, volcanoes and erosion shape the desert
landscape, and discourse on how sand dunes are formed.
The following 13 chapters cover the natural history of
the region, with headings that include: Insects and Their
Near Relatives; Snails and Other Mollusks (a chapter
authored by S. Stillman Berry); Fishes; Frogs and Toads;
Reptile Life; Birds, Mammalian Life; The Aborigines of
the Desert (a chapter authored by Malcolm J. Rogers);
Botanical Aspects of Arid Regions; Fungi, Ferns and
Grasses, and Shrubs and Trees. A final Chapter, “Travel
Hints,” plus a list of selected references finish up the
volume, which, due to its popularity was revised in 1938
and reprinted in 1941, 1946 and 1948.
Jaeger’s descriptions are brief; his illustrations are in
pen and ink; indeed there are many better guide books to
California’s deserts available today
Because, however, of Jaeger’s preeminence as a desert
naturalist and the book’s historic significance—this
being the first volume to broadly describe the flora and
fauna of the Golden State’s arid regions— The
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California Deserts became a definite contender for the
coveted DPS Classic Book award. It didn’t make the
cut, however, because Jaeger’s next book is even more
highly regarded.
DESERT WILDFLOWERS (1940) This volume,
which has been revised once and is still available today
(in soft-cover), sixty-five years after its first publication,
is a landmark guide to the plant life of the California and
southern Nevada deserts. In his preface, Jaeger explains
the volume is meant to be used as a field reference, not
for continuous reading, while in her introductory
remarks, Ruth Cooper, a botanist from Riverside Junior
College, explains that to aid in quick identification the
764 plants listed have been assembled “into groups
based on simple but distinctive non-technical
characteristics, such as habit of growth, gross anatomical
features, arrangement of leaves, color of flowers, etc.”
Pen and ink illustrations—all by the author, drawn
mostly from living material in the field—selected black
& white photographs, and Jaeger’s personal comments,
plus, in many cases, an explanation of the wildflower’s
Latin name and/or a description of the person for whom
the plant was named, make this an exceptionally
interesting volume.
Of all Jaeger’s works—and he most certainly must be
included in any Classic Desert Literature list—this is the
one, in my opinion, that best deserves the DPS Classic
Book award.
OUR DESERT NEIGHBORS (1950) & DESERT
WILDLIFE (1961) In 1950, Jaeger’s book, Our Desert
Neighbors, arrived on bookshelves, while in 1961,
Desert Wildlife, an expanded revision of the earlier
volume, was published. Since the latter is basically an
iteration of the former—plus eight new chapters and
several additional photographs and pen sketches—I’ll
forego a review the earlier work. Truth be told, both
volumes are direct descendents of Jaeger’s 1922 work,
Denizens of the Desert.
Publishing history aside, Desert Wildlife is an
entertaining book, consisting of 42 chapters describing
the natural history of the most common wild occupants
(but not including dune buggy drivers) of the North
American deserts. Although publicized as “thoroughly
scientific in approach,” the volume takes on a patina of
personal sincerity as Jaeger relates many of his own
experiences with various desert creatures, including
mammals, birds, reptiles and even land snails. Indeed,
after reading Desert Wildlife, I was left with a feeling of
great admiration for the desert naturalist who was 73
years old and still going strong at the time of its
publication.
A NATURALIST’S DEATH VALLEY (1957)
Whereas Jaeger’s The California Deserts focuses on the
Mojave and Colorado Deserts, and The North American
Deserts (see review below) presents a wide-angle view
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of the arid regions of the entire continent, A Naturalist’s
Death Valley—first published by the Death Valley
`49ers in 1957, and revised in 1964—is a close-up
picture (only 70 pages) of the natural life to be found in
that incredible depression lying between the Panamint
Mountains to the west and the Funeral and Grapevine
Mountains to the east.
Reviewing much the same subject matter as the two
broader-based works, i.e., mammals; birds, reptiles,
amphibians and fishes, trees and wildflowers, A
Naturalist’s Death Valley also includes material on the
Indians of the area, plus a short chapter on fossils, in
which we discover, “{a)lmost the only rocks with
remains of animal life found to date in the region’s
Tertiary…beds occur in the Titus Canyon formation of
red sandstones near old Leadfield.”
Regarding the area’s indigenous people, Jaeger notes:
“There are yet a few Indians (five or six families) in
Death Valley. Most of them winter, as did their
ancestors, in the vicinity of the Furnace Creek Ranch.
Their summers are spent at nearby Shoshone or at Beatty
where it is higher and cooler.” Prior to the white men
“…these people roamed over an extraordinary range of

Edmund C. Jaeger, 1929, age 42. Photo from the 1929 Riverside Junior College
Tequesquite Year Book, a volume which was dedicated to Jaeger.
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life zones: they wandered over or camped in the
(mountains) and in the broad, mostly barren, summertorrid valleys in between. In all this area there were
probably never more than 500 Indians; there may have
been many less.”
Small, but chock full of interesting facts, A
Naturalist’s Death Valley is definitely worth a read.
THE NORTH AMERICAN DESERTS (1957) One
hundred pages longer and, to me, more interesting than
The California Deserts, Jaeger’s The North American
Deserts deserves to be included in every desert lover’s
library.
Citing several distinguishing factors, including total
precipitation, frequency of precipitation, mean daily
maximum and minimum temperatures, geologic makeup,
and plant and animal life, Jaeger sorts the deserts of
Southwestern U.S. and Northeastern Mexico into ten
chapters, i.e., the Mojave, the Great Basin, the Painted,
the Chihuahuan, plus six subdivisions of the Sonoran
Desert, i.e., the Plains and Foothills of Sonora; the
Arizona Upland or Sahuaro Desert; the Yuman Desert;
the Colorado Desert of California and areas surrounding
the upper part of the Gulf of California; the VizcainoMagdalena Desert of Baja California, and the Gulf Coast
Desert.
Jaeger relates literally hundreds, if not thousands, of
interesting desert-related facts, each page deserving a
reader’s rapt attention. Because I live on the Colorado
Desert, I was especially interested in his comments on
my stompin’ ground. Here’s a small sample of Jaeger’s
observations thereon:
“The Salton Sink (also called the Salton Basin),
wherein now lies the Salton Sea, is a depression some

273 feet below sea level at its lowest point and without a
drainage outlet to the Gulf of California. It was formed
by the gradual sinking of a 200-mile-long block of the
earth’s crust at a time when surrounding mountain
ranges were slowly being elevated to the east and the
west. This ‘graben,’ as geologists term such a faultdepressed region, would now be nearly filled with water
from the sea, at least as far north as Indio, if it were not
for the natural fan-like “dam” or delta which the
Colorado River built across its lower end where for long
periods it discharged its tremendous load of silt into the
upper end of the Gulf.”
Following a description of the events of 1905-07 that
caused the basin to fill with water from the Colorado
River, Jaeger continues: “The present Salton Sea (named
after a now-submerged railway siding called Salton) is
about 35 miles long and some 15 miles broad at its
widest part.”
He notes further that an earlier fresh water lake, Lake
Le Conte (also known as Lake Cahuilla) once existed in
the Salton Basin for “a duration of about 450 years—
from A.D. 1000 to 1450 or 1500. That one or more high
stages of the lake were accompanied by an abundant
aquatic life, especially small fresh-water mollusks, is
attested by the numerous fossil shells which remain to
this day. Sometimes they occur in such numbers that in
places the wind-blown sand surfaces are white with
them. In allusion to these small shells, the valley
northwest of the Salton Sea was named Coachella (a
misspelling of the Spanish ‘conchilla,’ little shell).”
The final 133 pages of the 298-page volume—not
including the bibliography and index at the very end—
are devoted to plates illustrating insects, reptiles, birds,
mammals and plants of the gigantic desert area.
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Mail (T-shirt / patch / pin) order from and payment to:
(Make check payable to the Desert Peaks Section)
(Questions?: (818) 248-0455 (H)
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$12
$3.50 / $4
Diane Dunbar
DPS Merchandising Chair
2351 Chapman Road
La Crescenta, CA, 91214-3014

Grand Total:
_____________
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DESERT PEAKS SECTION

DPS NEWSLETTER - The DESERT SAGE - Published six times a year by the Desert Peaks Section of the
Angeles Chapter of the Sierra Club. SUBMISSION DEADLINE FOR THE NEXT SAGE IS AUGUST 12, 2006.
SUBSCRIPTION/MEMBERSHIP - It costs ten dollars a year to subscribe to the SAGE. Anyone can subscribe to
the SAGE, even if not a member of the DPS or the Sierra Club, by sending $10 to Membership Records. To become a
member of the DPS you must (1) belong to the Sierra Club (2) have climbed 6 of the 99 peaks on the DPS peaks list
and (3) send $10 to Membership Records for a SAGE subscription. Non-members who subscribe to the SAGE are not
allowed to vote in our elections. Renewals, subscriptions, and address changes should be sent to Membership
Records, Ron Grau, 3700 Blue Gum Drive, Yorba Linda, CA, 92886. The subscription/membership year now is
for six issues, regardless of when payment is received.
EMBLEM STATUS AND GUIDES - To receive DPS emblem status you must climb 15 peaks on the list, five of
which must be from the list of seven emblem peaks, and have belonged to the section of one year. To work on the list
you will probably want to buy from the Treasurer (Pat Acheson, PO Box 90043, Pasadena, CA 91109-0043) the
Desert Peaks Road and Peak Guide 5th Edition - $28 + $2 Postage or if you like to explore without much
direction just purchase the DPS PEAKS LIST - $1 (enclose a self-addressed envelope).
CORRESPONDENCE - We welcome all articles and letters pertaining to outdoor activities of interest to DPS
members. Some submittals tend to be too long and space limitations and other considerations are factors in the
decision to publish an article/map. The editor may modify submittals in a perhaps, misguided attempt to increase
clarity or decrease length but will hopefully not modify your meaning. Trip reports on official DPS sponsored trips
are always printed. If you are a participant and know that the leaders are not going to submit a trip report then feel
free to submit a report. We welcome reports of private trips to unlisted peaks and private trips using non standard
routes to listed peaks. Please DATE all submissions. Please indicate topo map names, dates and contour intervals.
Digital (word processor files) content are essential and will help ensure that there are no typographical errors. Send
copy to the Editor (see below) by the published deadline. Please include a SASE if you would like to have your
material (maps/floppies) returned. If possible, print on the back of a picture when and where it was taken, what it is
of, who is in it, and who took it. Email usually works best for simple text-based submissions and minimizes editing
complexity. Email editor for details on submitting attachments and/or digital photo scans.
ADVERTISEMENTS - You can advertise in the SAGE to recruit participants on private outings or sell items. The
cost is $3 per line with a maximum of 5 lines per ad.
EDITOR - Bob Sumner, PO Box 7337, Mammoth Lakes, CA, 93546
Phone : 760-924-3078. Email : bobsumner@worldnet.att.net
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